2007-08 Academic Year & Summer 2008

September 4
CISMI presentation at faculty retreat breakout session

September 13
Sherman Fairchild planning meeting
CISMI/HHMI Advisory Board Meeting
CISMI/HHMI faculty leaders and CFR: Proposal planning

September 14
Transitions Group Meeting

September 17
CISMI leaders meeting with Jeanne Narum (PKAL)
Biology Dept Seminar: Dr. Peter Agre (Chemistry Nobel Prize 2003)

September 18
HHMI 6 assessment planning meeting with SERC

September 19
Global Warming: Discussion with Wallace Broeker

September 25th
Dr. Joy Crisp ’79 lecture “Spirit, Opportunity, and the Next Big Rover Going to Mars”

September 28th
Seminar by Rebecca Jockusch "Intrinsic Conformations of Biomolecules Probed by Mass Spectrometry, Optical Spectroscopy and Computations"

October 10th
Science Open House

October 19th
Annual All Science & Math Poster Session
CISMI/HHMI
Archived Events

**October 23rd**
Flying With the Hurricane Hunters

**November 13th**
Meeting with Sam Moore (U. MN), LSAMP and Northstar STEM Alliance PI

**November 15th**
Carleton Initiatives Meeting with SERC

**November 19th**
SERC meeting on Spatial Modeling workshop and collaborations

**November 26th**
Broadening Access meeting with DOC and CISMI leaders

**January 3rd**
Meeting to discuss LSAMP support for FrISCE

**January 10th**
Transitions Group Meeting

**January 11th**
CONVOCATION: Prof. Mark Seeley, U. of MN Dept. of Soil, Water, & Climate

**January 15th**
CISMI Advisory Board Meeting

**January 21st**
Tied to the Track? The Career Paths of Women Scientists and Engineers as Seen from Three Vantage Points

**January 22nd**
LTC/CISMI/HHMI/Mellon FLC: How Do Students Benefit from Undergraduate Research in the Sciences?

**February 1st**
CONVOCATION: Freeman Hrabowski, President, U. of MD Baltimore County
February 12th
CISMI Advisory Board Meeting

February 21st
Transitions Group Meeting - Climate Issues

February 28th
Einstein on Race and Racism - What It Means Today

March 4th
Transitions Group Meeting

March 11th
March CISMI Board Meeting

April 3rd
Transitions Group Meeting - Addressing Issues of Stereotype Threat and Student Validation in our Science Classes

"Global Warming: Lost in a Fog of Skepticism, Models and Manufactured Doubt," talk by Orrin Pilkey

April 29th
CISMI Board Meeting

May 8th
Meeting with CFR and Deborah Appleman to discuss CSSI

May 13th
CISMI/HHMI budget discussions.

May 28th
CISMI/CFR meeting to discuss K-12 education career opportunities (outreach)

June 11th
CISMI/SERC meeting to discuss HHMI-VI assessment
CISMI/HHMI
Archived Events

**July 10th**
Science Tea Talk by Amy Csizmar Dalal

**July 17th**
Science Tea talk by Nelson Christensen

**July 24th**
Science Tea Talk by Mary Savina and Nathan Grawe

**July 31st**
Science Tea Talk by Matt Rand

**August 7th**
Science Tea Talk by Deborah Gross

**August 14th**
Science Tea Talk by Jennifer Wolff

**August 26th**
Visit by North Star Alliance coordinator Anne Hornickel